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Caution: this performance will contain some adult humour as well as occasional bad language.

Compere

Mike Gunn’s history is as interesting and entertaining as his comedy.
A misspent youth and a series of grim jobs cultivated his cynical outlook on
life and a perverse desire led him to the world of stand-up.
Early in his career Mike was supporting the likes of Jo Brand and Alan
Davies and recently supported Lee Mack on his huge UK tour.
He now headlines at all the top comedy venues in the UK and is rapidly
reaching cult status on the circuit.
TV appearances include Michael McIntyre’s Comedy Roadshow
(BBC1), Celebrity Deal or no Deal (CH4), Harry Hill’s TV Burp (ITV).
“One of the 10 leading stand-ups in Britain” – Independent on Sunday
“Mike Gunn will make you die laughing” – The Guardian

Michael Fabbri has been a

stand-up since 2003.
He has worked as a writer for Radio and

TV and recently had his own stand up

series: 'Dyslexicon' on BBC radio 4.

He has an affable and electric style of

comedy, with material that ranges from

the cerebral to the smutty.

“……………………………………” Tapeface

“Destined for comic greatness” Christian O’Connell

(Absolute Radio)

Nick Elleray is known for his
wickedly dry humour and wry persona.
He’s been in the finals of the NATYs,
Leicester Square New Comedian of the
Year Award, Up The Creek One To
Watch Competition, Squawker Awards
and was a contender for three years
running in the BBC New Comedy Award.

Ash Frith has opened for some of

the biggest names in comedy including

The Boy With Tape On His Face, Russell

Kane & Terry Alderton and is a regular

weekend MC at the iconic Up The Creek

Comedy Club. A self-confessed "total

idiot" and a  massive over-sharer, no tale

from Ash's personal life is off  limits as he

finds himself time and time again in

stupid self inflicted situations.
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"An under appreciated purveyor of quality downbeat
comedy. Nick Elleray is a classy act"  Chortle
“Very funny punchlines.”  Bruce Dessau

"An absolutely superb circuit headliner." London Is

Funny's Ten Comics To Look Out For

“Exceptionally funny, extremely sharp, hugely enjoyable.”

The Scotsman
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